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High-resolution structures of R. rubrum nicotinamide 
nucleotide transhydrogenase domain I in the presence 

and absence of NADH 
 
 

Mårten Wahlberg 
 
 

Sammanfattning 
 
I alla levande organismer finner man stora mängder molekyler kallade proteiner. 
Proteiner kan ha vitt skilda funktioner och är nödvändiga för de flesta processerna i 
cellen. För att bättre kunna studera proteinernas funktion är det önskvärt att ta fram en 
modell över deras tredimensionella struktur. För att studera stora proteiners 
tredimensionella struktur tillämpas en teknik som heter röntgenkristallografi. Proteinet 
utsätts då för en fysisk miljö som tvingar det att fälla ut i kristaller. Dessa kristaller kan 
sedan beskjutas med intensiv röntgenstrålning som sprids när den passerar genom 
kristallen. Det resulterande spridningsmönstret kan sedan bearbetas av en dator för att 
skapa en tredimensionell modell i vilken proteinets struktur kan avläsas. 
 
Tekniken har här använts på en del av proteinet nikotinamidnukleotid-transhydrogenas 
från bakterien Rhodospirillum rubrum. Transhydrogenas tillhör proteingruppen 
protonpumpar och lämpar sig för studier eftersom man tror att det är relativt primitivt i 
sin uppbyggnad och därmed kan fungera som modell för andra protonpumpar. I detta fall 
studeras transhydrogenas både när det binder molekylen NADH och när det är obundet. 
De färdiga strukturerna jämförs sedan med tidigare modeller av transhydrogenas där det 
binder molekylen NAD i hopp om att öka förståelsen för proteinets mekanism. 
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Introduction 
 
Authors note 
 
The research in this degree project has previously been published in the article “Crystal 
Structures of Transhydrogenase Domain I with and without Bound NADH” in 
Biochemistry, 41, 12745–12754 (2002) by authors: Sridhar Prasad, Marten Wahlberg, 
Vandana Sridhar, Vidyasankar Sundaresan, Mutsuo Yamaguchi, Youssef Hatefi, and C. 
David Stout. These projects are the same and therefore the results, pictures and 
conclusions are, for obvious reasons, the same. 
 
 
Background 
 
Today with major breakthroughs in biotechnology and the impact of the Human Genome 
project it is well known that DNA molecules holds the information about our genes, 
which sequences determine the difference between organisms. In the 1930s, when first 
biochemists realized that chemical reactions in living cells involve enzymes they believed 
the secret of life to be hidden in the structures of proteins. Even though they do not hold 
the secret of life, biological macromolecules, such as proteins, are predominant 
components in the cells of living organisms and the focus for research in many fields of 
science. The most diverse class of proteins is enzymes, which are the specific catalysts 
for almost all chemical reactions in the cell. To be able to understand the cellular 
processes it is vital to understand the function of enzymes and that requires knowledge of 
their three-dimensional structure.  
 
The system of mitochondrial enzymes and redox carrier molecules, which transport 
reducing counterparts from substrates to oxygen, are known as the electron transport 
system, or the respiratory chain. This system makes use of the free energy available from 
substrate oxidation so that it may later be applied in the synthesis of energy rich ATP 
molecules. Many of the involved proteins in this system are, so called, ion pumps, an 
important group of membrane proteins in biological organisms where they are involved 
in metabolic regulation, osmoregulation, cell signaling, nerve transmission and energy 
transduction.  Ion pumps function in different ways and the study of pumps that operates 
through the interaction between protein and its prosthetic group has been successful while 
the progress of the research on conformationally coupled pumps such as ion transporting 
ATPases has been slow and information has been difficult to obtain due to problems in 
identifying reaction intermediates. 
 
Transhydrogenases are membrane bound proton pumps that may be the most ancient part 
of the respiratory chain in the Kreb’s cycle, capable of energizing the outer membrane in 
a primitive fermentative bacterium long before any oxygen was present in the earth's 
atmosphere. The other respiratory chain components were probably added sequentially, 
as more effective oxidants slowly became available over hundreds of millions of years 
through the photosynthetic activities of the cyanobacteria and, very much later, the green 
plants. 
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Project goals 
 
With regard to the mechanism of energy transduction, the transhydrogenase works 
according to the same principles as the ATP synthase complex of mitochondria and 
bacteria and other proton pumps, but the relatively simple structure of the 
transhydrogenase make it a suitable model for study of the utilization of binding energy 
for vectorial translocation of protons and other cations. 
 
The aim of this project is too produce high-resolution structures of transhydrogenase 
domain I (alpha I subunit) from Rhodospirillum rubrum without substrate and with 
dihydronicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) present. The structure with the 
oxidized NAD+ bound has already been solved and published at 2.0 Å (Buckley et al., 
2000) but the reduced NADH form is yet to be published and the goal here is to compare 
the structures substrate binding properties. Combined with a study of the native structure 
this will give us a complete picture of the different states of domain I with respect to 
NAD(H) binding and an opportunity to detect the possible conformational changes 
between the oxidized and reduced proteins that affects their substrate binding energies for 
states and drives the enzymatic reaction. 
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Underlying theory 
 
X-ray crystallography 
 
Introduction 
 
In early times, proteins were considered colloids with undetermined structures and the 
only experiments were performed on gelatin, which were considered a typical protein, as 
a sport among chemists. The idea to investigate the stereo chemical significance of 
enzymatic catalysis was treated as utopian. In the modern world of molecular biology 
structure models at atomic resolution are a natural mean for studying specific enzymatic 
reactions in cellular processes and there are two highly developed techniques in use for 
macromolecular structure determination: X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR). The first method require time consuming preparations of protein 
crystals while the NMR has important limitations when it can be used only for molecules 
with a molecular weight up to about 50kDa. This makes X-ray crystallography the 
method of choice for studying most proteins of average size and it can be applied on 
macromolecules up to at least 103 kDa as long as a crystal suitable for diffraction can be 
grown. 
 
Below follows an introduction to the different steps of protein X-ray crystallography 
where fundamental principles are covered without going into too much detail. The 
crystallography steps are discussed in an approximate chronology of work but because 
the complexity and width of this science, focus has been made on the specific methods 
relevant in this study. 
 
 
Crystallizing proteins 
 
The first step towards X-ray crystallography is to obtain pure protein a general rule says 
the purer the better chances to grow crystals. Protein crystallization is in many ways a 
trial and error process because no one can predict the proper conditions for crystallization 
of a new protein. To obtain crystals it is required to bring the protein into a 
thermodynamically unstable state called supersaturation where crystal nuclei form. 
Different proteins require different crystallizing conditions and factors such as pH and 
temperature must be taken into consideration (Drenth, 1994). 
 
Once the protein is in a supersaturated state and nuclei are formed the actual crystal 
growth begins. It is done by letting the protein solution return slowly to equilibrium by 
precipitation to a crystalline phase. The common way to achieve precipitation involves an 
increase in the effective concentration of the protein by immobilizing the water in the 
solution. This can be done with additives such as salts or polyethyleneglycol (PEG). 
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FIGURE 1. Solubility curve for a typical protein as function of salt concentration or another parameter. 
 
 
Crystallographers often find that proteins can be very difficult to crystallize and one must 
often try many different conditions with variations in the above-mentioned factors, 
sometimes without being successful. Obtaining crystals is a well-known limiting step for 
structure determination of some type of proteins.
 
There are several different crystallization techniques such as batch crystallization, liquid-
liquid diffusion and dialysis; the most commonly used one however is vapor diffusion 
where a small drop of protein solution is placed over a reservoir filled with precipitant 
solution. This technique act as the name indicates on the diffusion of vapor between the 
two solutions because of their differences in precipitant concentration. There are two 
ways to do this either by hanging drop or sitting drop (Drenth, 1994). 
 
In hanging drop experiments small drops (3-10 µl) of protein solution are mixed with 
precipitant solution of equal volume on a siliconized microscope cover slip. The cover 
slip is then placed over a well containing more precipitant solution (~1ml) so that the 
drop faces down towards the well. The well is sealed of from the surrounding air by 
applying grease or oil around the edge of the well.  
 
The sitting drop method is similar to the hanging drop method but instead of applying the 
protein solution and precipitant on a cover slip the drop is set on a microbridge in the 
well above the precipitant. This method is useful for protein solutions with low surface 
tension, which will spread out if placed on a cover slip.  
 
As the vapor pressure reaches equilibrium the concentrations of precipitant and protein in 
the drop slowly increase and brings the protein into super saturation, provided that water 
is used as solvent. Both methods are usually performed on crystallization plates with 
several wells, which makes them suited for initial studies, when screening of many 
different conditions is required. 
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One should know that not all crystals are suitable for data collection; the goal is single 
crystals of sufficient quality and size that are not too fragile to be mounted and placed in 
front of an X-ray beam. Today it is common to use temperatures around 100K when 
performing crystal diffraction experiments. The crystal is then usually treated with a cryo 
protector before it is mounted on a small nylon loop and snapfrozen by either putting it in 
front of a cryostream or placing it in liquid nitrogen. By freezing the crystal you reduce 
degradation of the crystal due to free radicals that are formed during exposure to the X-
ray beam. The cold temperature assures the protein stability and stabilizes the crystal 
since the atoms are less likely to move around at cold temperatures. It has also been 
shown that the ordering of the crystal in cryo-crystallography can increase resolution 
(McRee, 1999a). The protein is kept at low temperature during the data collection using a 
cryo stream of nitrogen. 
 
 
Crystals, X-rays and Diffraction 
 
X-ray-crystallography is based on the properties of X-ray beams and the properties of the 
crystal. An X-ray beam can be treated as an electromagnetic wave with wavelengths of 
10-7-10-11 m and therefore it has both amplitude A and a phase α, when written in 
mathematical form this corresponds to 
 

A cos α + i A sin α, or in exponential form A exp(iα) 
 
There are many different sources for X-rays the light can come from a rotating anode x-
ray generator or be a synchrotron beam line which is a very powerful X-ray source 
(Drenth, 1994). A synchrotron X-ray beam is very intense and enables data collection on 
small weakly diffracting crystals. It is also possible to adjust the wavelength of the 
synchrotron and the highly parallel X-rays makes it easier to separate reflections once 
they are detected (McRee, 1999a). 
 
Crystals have the highest order of molecular arrangement in nature and has the unique 
feature of being built up by a large number of aggregated identical molecules, a fact that 
is crucial when studying such complex atomic structure as proteins. The highly ordered 
protein crystal is a three dimensional periodic arrangement of molecules that forms an 
array of repeating units, called the unit cell, positioned alongside each other. The unit 
cells are defined by the length of its edges a, b and c and the angles between these edges 
where they intersect α, β and γ. By translating the unit cells in each of the x, y and z 
directions, a lattice is formed. By connecting the points of intersecting unit cells in the 
lattice, conveniently called lattice points, in different ways a great number of sets of 
repeating lattice planes can be generated. The sets of planes are assigned three numbers h, 
k and l that express the inverse fractional coordinates of the intersection of the plane with 
the edges of the unit cell thus the intersection points on the unit edges are expressed as 
a/h, b/k and c/l. The numbers h, k and l are called Miller indices and every set of lattice 
planes has its own unique Miller indices, a Miller index of 0 indicates that the plane is 
parallel to the corresponding unit cell edge.  
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When an electron is hit by an electromagnetic wave such as an X-ray beam it will 
oscillate with the frequency of this wave and in turn become a source of secondary rays 
in all directions this is called scattering. In the case of a crystal scattering X-rays it is a 
result of interactions between the electromagnetic waves of the radiation and the 
electrons of the protein molecules in the crystal. When several electrons scatter at the 
same time their emitted radiation will interfere since a protein contain 10,000 or more 
electrons and a crystal is built up by a large number of proteins the summation of 
scattering from the unit cells will cancel in many cases, in fact scattering will only be 
seen in discrete directions at regular intervals corresponding to the interspacing between 
lattice planes, these are called Laue conditions. This means that the scattering of X-rays 
can be described as waves reflecting off sets of lattice planes in the crystal, each 
distinguished by its own Miller indices.  
 
Bragg’s law express the conditions that need to be fulfilled for diffraction. It states that 
reflected waves in a specified direction must have a path difference equal to an integral 
number of wavelengths for constructive interference of waves reflected against 
consecutive planes to occur. The formulation of Bragg’s law is commonly written 
 

λnd =Θsin2  
 

EQUATION 1: Bragg’s law where d is the distance between consecutive planes, θ  is the diffraction angle 
of the incident and reflected beam with the planes, and λ is the wavelength of the X-rays. The integer n 
indicates the fulfillment of the Laue conditions. 
 
 
The combined scattering in a particular direction from all the individual electrons in a 
crystal can be described as an integral of reflections with unique Miller indices over the 
unit cell volume. These reflections each have amplitude a frequency and a phase and are 
presented as vectors denoted F(hkl) called structure factors.  The electron density of a 
protein molecule can be seen as a Fourier transform of structure factors (Equation 2) 
(Rhodes, 1993). 
 
 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑∑∑ ==−=
h k l

lzkyhxiπhklF
V

xyzρ 2exp1
 

 
EQUATION 2: Electron density as a Fourier transform of structure factors. V is the unit cell volume i.e. 
the integral over all values of x, y and z that are the coordinates of positions in real space in the unit cell of 
the crystal, each F h k l is a single structure factor and h, k and l are the Miller indices of each reflection 
(Rhodes, 1993). 
 
 
The electron density ρ at a point(x,y,z) is a representation of the intensity of the 
reflections from all possible lattice planes (hkl) and is a sum rather than an integral since 
the structure factors are significant only in the direction specified by the Miller indices. 
The electron density can be calculated once the structure factors are known but 
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unfortunately the result of crystallographic experiments only give us the opportunity to 
measure the intensities of reflections which are proportional to the structure factor 
amplitudes. The information about the phases is lost and since the phases are essential 
they must be obtained indirectly, this is commonly known as the phase problem of 
crystallography. 
 
 
Data collection 
 
Before starting the actual data collection It is good to now what is required of the crystal 
we want to use. The number one piece of information requested is the limit of observable 
diffractions. This resolution is desired to be as high as possible, then the dataset will 
include more detailed information about the structure you want to solve. The resolution 
limit corresponds to diffraction from the sets of lattice planes with the shortest distance 
between them. Generally the resolution limit is defined where at least a third of the 
reflections can be clearly distinguishable but the definitions are almost as many as there 
are crystallographers and resolution inflation is common. One should have in mind that 
higher resolution results in weaker diffraction. This because static disorder and thermal 
vibrations in the crystal affects the positions of atoms in the unit cells so that they no 
longer can be treated as identical. A maximal resolution of 2.0-2.5 Å is considered good 
for a standard sized protein while a 5 Å resolution would be considered poor. It is 
however possible to observe resolutions corresponding to a lattice spacing of 1.0-1.5 Å. 
The maximum resolution of the diffraction will depend on the quality of the crystal which 
also is somewhat related to a phenomenon called mosaicity. Mosaicity is a measure of the 
crystal order; low mosaicity means a highly ordered crystal and will result in sharp 
diffraction spots. Higher mocaicity will yield broadened spots and is usually indicates 
that somewhat is causing problems such as a dry or radiation damaged crystal or 
twinning, meaning that you have not picked a single crystal. High mosaicity usually leads 
to lower resolution limit and low signal to noise levels because of the spread of the 
signals diffraction angle (McRee, 1999a). 
 
To be able to pick up the diffraction patterns from a crystal you need a detector to record 
the reflections. As previously mentioned data collection produces a set of intensities for 
the measured reflections. It is important to get as much data as possible to be able to 
measure all diffracted beams. The goal is to get a complete data set off all possible 
reflections. By slowly rotating or oscillate the crystal so it is exposed to the beam from 
several directions you secure completeness. The total rotation angle depends on the 
symmetry of the crystal and rotation up to 180˚ may be necessary to collect a complete 
data set. To analyze the data set it has to be indexed and scaled which means identical 
reflections are given identical intensities. The result is a list of consistent intensities for 
the reflections (Rhodes, 1993). 
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Phasing 
 
The intensities of the reflections are not enough to complete the calculation of the 
electron density, we must also have the phases. To retrieve the structure factor phases is a 
fundamental problem you have to deal with in X-ray crystallography and there are a large 
number of different approaches to solve this problem of which we will discuss only the 
ones relevant for this study. 
 
So far we have ignored any effects the atom nucleus might have on the electron scattering 
because for most elements the nucleus effect is negligible. This is not true for heavier 
elements where the electrons are influenced by the nucleus and we get anomalous 
scattering, In this case the scattering from the atom will differ in phase from the normal 
scattering and this can be used to find a unique solution to the phase problem. For 
practical use in data collection you can either use naturally occurring heavy atoms in 
proteins, such as metal ions or derivates that need to be introduced by expressing the 
protein in a system that replaces for instance methionine with seleno-methionine 
(Doublié, 1997). 
 
The simplest method that makes use of anomalous scattering is known as single-
wavelength anomalous scattering (SAS) but the use of synchrotrons and their possibility 
to use different wavelengths has led to the development of a method, multiple wavelength 
anomalous dispersion (MAD), where a single crystal can be used to obtain all the phase 
information to solve the structure. The method uses the fact that anomalous scattering is 
wavelength dependent and the effect is largest close to the atomic absorption edges of the 
heavy atom where variation of the terms is also more noticeable. The resulting 
measurements for the different wavelengths will have different amplitudes and these can 
be used for phase determination. The MAD method requires very accurate measurements 
but it has been proven in several small to moderate sized protein that a few or a single 
seleno-methionine residue can be sufficient for phasing. 
 
Proteins with similar or identical conformation will give similar X-ray scattering patterns, 
since the three-dimensional transform will be the same. This enables the possibility to use 
an already solved structure to determine an unknown crystal structure provided the two 
proteins have similar fold. In the isomorphous molecular replacement method a suitable 
model is used to calculate the structure factors. Two proteins are considered isomorphic 
when they have the same conformation and the same unit cell parameters. The 
isomorphous molecular replacement method does not require perfect isomorphism but 
relies on the phases from a previously solved structure to estimate initial new phases.  
 
It is also possible to perform non-isomorphous molecular replacement, which requires 
superimposition of the known protein onto the new protein. This is performed when the 
two proteins have different unit cell space groups. The known structure is placed in the 
target unit cell and then given properly orientation and precise position using special 
rotation and translation functions (Rhodes, 1993). Molecular replacement is growing in 
popularity as a phasing method as the number of solved structures increases and more 
starting models become available.  The more similar the two structures are, the more 
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likely it is that the procedure is successful. 
 
Solving phases is not an exact science and the methods are continuously developed. The 
rough estimates of the phases these methods produce must be improved by a repeating of 
structure factor refinement and model adjustment (Rhodes, 1993). 
 
 
Structure refinement 
 
The solution to the phase problem makes it possible to calculate the electron density from 
the structure factors and produce and initial model. The initial model has the features of 
the true structures architecture but there will usually be poor agreement between the 
calculated structure factors of this model and the observed ones. The approximate model 
obtained from phasing must be refined.  
 
Modern X-ray crystallography refinement techniques are based on the computerized least 
squares calculations. The principle is based on an iterative process where the parameters 
to be refined are changed in steps to reach their final value. In the simplest case this is 
done by minimizing of the sum of the squares of the differences between observed and 
calculated structure factors (Drenth, 1994). More accurately 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ −=
hkl

calcobs lkhlkhlkhw FFQ 2
,,,,,,  

 
EQUATION 3: The least squares function, Q, where w is a weighting factor reflecting reliability of the 
observation, |Fobs| is the observed structure factor amplitude and |Fcalc| is the calculated structure factor 
amplitude (Rhodes, 1993). 
 
 
is the function to be minimized. Each |Fobs| is a constant and the minimum is determined 
by varying the atomic parameters that determine |Fcalc|. The equation becomes more 
complex as constrains and restrains are added in the specific refinement methods 
discussed below. 
 
As previously shown the electron density function is a Fourier transform of structure 
factors and the Fourier coefficients are found as the intensities of the diffraction spots. In 
each cycle of refinement all structure factors has to be re-calculated from the new set of 
parameters resulting in a great number of Fourier transform equations. The classic way to 
calculate the Fourier transform is very time consuming even with modern computers and 
is not considered efficient enough for computation. Therefore a faster method has been 
developed which use a more efficient algorithm called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).  
There are several popular refinement program in use today and they all use a variations of 
the Fast Fourier Transform some times in combination with other algorithms to speed up 
the process without loosing accuracy. 
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As a first step rigid body refinement is often used. The protein is divided into one or more 
groups and these constrained groups are refined rather than individual atomic parameters. 
The rigid groups are shifted in positions by translations and rotations, the shift size is 
determined by the combined shifts for the group atoms. Rigid body refinement usually 
starts with the lowest resolution range and includes resolution just high enough to over 
determine the refinement. If a too high a resolution is used there is a risk of being caught 
in a local energy minima instead of the correct global energy minima. A simulated 
annealing refinement is a way to deal with this problem, the method incorporate slow-
cooled molecular dynamics simulations to allow the escape from local minima and to 
increase the radius of convergence for the minimization algorithm. 
 
In practice the least-squares refinement is not as trivial as it might seem in the simple 
case described above. In a typical case, it is necessary to add stereochemical restrains to 
the refinement procedure because of the ratio of observed (Fobs) to refinable parameters is 
below 1.0. A restrained refinement is also a way to deal with errors in the data set due to 
weak scattering from the crystal at high resolution. One way to describe the incorporation 
of stereochemical restrains in least-squares refinement is by using an energy model in 
which an energy function describing the potential energy of the molecule is defined, and 
a refinement algorithm is then setup to minimize this function. The expression can be 
written as a sum of energy terms derived from the conformational requirements of a 
protein molecule and an energy term for the crystallographic restraints. 
 

icalstereochemrayXtotal EEE += −  
where 

∑∑ +∑ +∑ +∑ += − torsionEbondnonDchiralCplanarBbondAicalstereochem EwEwEwEwEwE
 
EQUATION 4: The energy model. The stereochemical components of a minimization can be expressed as 
a sum of energy terms E with corresponding weight factors w. 
 
 
EX-ray is corresponding to the difference in |Fobs| and |Fcalc| , i.e. the least squares function, 
Q. The weight factors w are chosen according to the relativity of the different terms and 
the stereochemical energy Estereochemical is the energy resulting from restraints on bond 
lengths, bond angles or dihedral angles, Ebond, as well as from non bonded or van der 
Waals contacts, Enon-bond and torsion angles restraints Etorsion. The terms Echiral and Eplanar 
are also included to restrain correct enantiomer configuration and to impose the planarity 
of aromatic rings. The ideal values of the stereochemical parameters have been tabulated 
for proteins from the analysis of a large number of highly accurate small molecule 
structures determined at high resolution (Engh and Huber, 1991). The minimum is 
reached by calculate the shift in coordinates that will result in the lowest energy.  
 
Another common restraint during refinement is the isotropic temperature factors or B-
factors of the individual atoms. Bonded atoms will influence each other’s motions so that 
neighboring atoms will undergo similar displacements. A typical restraint keeps the 
temperature factor variations along the protein chain smooth by limiting the average 
differences in B-factor value between bonded atoms. 
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The process of obtaining a well-refined structure is anything but trivial; you cannot 
simply include the highest resolution data and run a refinement until it converges. There 
is for instance no exact solution to the energy function described above because the 
equations necessary for minimization of the expression are non-linear. Approximations 
must be used and with so many variables an automated minimization algorithm always 
runs the risk of converging to one of the many local minima. To overcome these 
problems the refinement process must be combined with manual rebuilding of the protein 
in a model-building program where the molecule can be inspected and electron density 
maps interpreted.   
 
 
Model building and accuracy 
 
After the phases are solved the structure factors can be used to calculate initial electron 
density maps in which a model can be viewed and edited or built from scratch if no initial 
model was used for solving the phases as is the case of MAD phasing. As this map fitting 
procedure progresses, the quality of the electron density map increases as the model is 
improved and refined which in turn allows the model to be fitted even better and another 
set of structure factors to be calculated. In the typical refinement scheme, manual 
rebuilding and automated minimization by computer programs are alternated.  
 
As refinement and model building proceeds it is important to monitor the accuracy of the 
model. A comparison between the calculated structure factors |Fcalc| and the observed 
experimental data |Fobs| are used as a measure of the agreement of the model. As the 
model gets better the two sets of structure factors converge and the residual index or R-
factor measure how good this convergence is (Brünger, 1992 and Brünger et al., 1987). 
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EQUATION 5: The R-factor is a measure of the difference between observed structure factors, |Fobs| and 
calculated structure factors, |Fcalc|. K is a scale factor (Brünger, 1992). 
 
 
The R-factor calculation is often included in the refinement procedures so that the model 
R-factor is calculated in each cycle of refinement however a decrease in R-factor is not 
always significant with improved structure factors. A problem that usually occurs, when 
the number of parameters to determine is large compared to the amount of recorded 
reflections, is over-fitting. When you have an underdetermined minimization equation it 
can cause addition of model bias, something that is not detected by monitoring the R 
factor alone, in fact most refinement programs still cause a drop in the crystallographic 
R-factor even though no real model improvement is taking place. To solve this problem a 
percentage of data is excluded from refinement to only be used for determination of the 
convergence, so called cross validation (Brünger, 1992 and 1993). Usually 5-10%, of the 
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total observed reflections are set aside in a test set and used to calculate a free R-factor, 
Rfree that give a unbiased accuracy of the refined structure. A drop in the regular R factor 
is then only considered significant if a corresponding drop in Rfree occurs. 
 
There are other ways to monitor model quality during and after refinement than the R-
factors. Means of investigating the stereochemical properties of a model is given through 
several structural analysis programs such as PROCHECK (Laskowski et al.,1993). The 
main-chain Φ and Ψ can be displayed in the Ramachandran plot in which the angles are 
plotted in a square matrix. Restrains on the dihedral angles during refinement is rare so 
the analysis should be unbiased by the minimization. In the Ramachandran plot regions 
of favored conformational Φ/Ψ and permitted van der Waals distances are outlined. A 
highly refined model should have nearly all of its amino-acid residues clustered inside 
these regions with exceptions of glycines that can adopt a wider spectrum of angles due 
to the lack of side chain. 
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Biochemistry 
 
Role of nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenases  
 
Ion pumps is an important group of membrane proteins involved in metabolic regulation, 
osmoregulation, cell signaling, nerve transmission and energy transduction. Ion pumps 
function in different ways and the study of pumps that operates through the interaction 
between protein and its prosthetic group has been successful while the progress of the 
research on conformationally coupled pumps such as ion transporting ATPases has been 
slow and information has been difficult to obtain due to problems in identifying reaction 
intermediates. 
 
Nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase is a membrane bound proton pump, linked to 
the electron transport of the respiratory chain in the Kreb’s cycle, where it catalyzes the 
reduction of NADP+ by NADH. Transhydrogenases are found in some bacteria and some 
eukaryotic mitochondria. In mammals transhydrogenase is bound to the mitochondrial 
matrix where the reaction product NADPH is used in the reduction of H2O2, which can 
produce the hydroxyl radical a strong oxidizing agent, capable of causing oxidative 
damage to intramitochondrial DNA and proteins.  
 
In living cells NAD(H) and NADP(H) levels are maintained at different redox potentials, 
which allows independent control of biosynthesis and catabolism. NAD+ functions as 
electron acceptor in catabolism while. NADPH is the dominating supplier of reducing 
power in biosynthesis.  
 
In vivo, protons are pumped from the cytosol or periplasmic space (out) to the matrix or 
the cytosol (in) in mitochondria and certain bacteria, respectively. 
 
This study of transhydrogenase is related mainly to its mechanism of energy transduction 
and proton translocation. 
 
 
Transhydrogenase function 
 
The nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenases (TH) found in eukaryotic mitochondria 
and microorganisms are homodimeric membrane-intercalated energy transducing proton 
pumps of monomer molecular mass of ~110 kDa. In mitochondria, TH catalyze the direct 
and stereospecific transfer of a hydride ion between the 4A position of NAD(H) and the 
4B position of NADP(H), which are bound at the extramembranous domains I and III., 
the transfer is linked to a proton gradient and is a good model system for understanding 
the properties of ion pumps. 
 

NADH + NADP+ + nH+
out ↔ NAD+ + NADPH + nH+

in
 
EQUATION 6: The reaction catalyzed by nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase involves the direct 
transfer of a hydride ion between NAD(H) and NADP(H) 
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TH use substrate binding energy and protonmotive force (pmf) via protein 
conformational changes, to alter the affinity for its substrates, to accelerate the hydride 
ion transfer rate from NADH to NADP and to shift the equilibrium of this reaction 
toward NADPH formation. This reaction is coupled to transmembrane proton 
translocation with a H+/H- stochiometry of n=1 in equation 6 (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 
1992 and 1996, Jackson et al., 1998, and Rydström et al., 1998). 
 
In bovine submitochondrial particles, the presence of the protonmotive force has been 
shown to accelerate the initial rate of the forward reaction in equation six 10-12 fold and 
shift the equilibrium toward product formation. The pH optimum of the forward, energy 
promoted reaction is 7.5 whereas the backward reaction has a pH optimum less than 6.5. 
The reverse reaction, in which transhydrogenation from NADPH to NAD take place, 
result in an outward proton translocation and creates a protonmotive force, which can be 
used to drive ATP synthesis. The transhydrogenase is a unique proton pump its function 
differs from other proton pumps in the following respects. 
 

1. The reduction potentials of NADPH/NADP and NADH/NAD are ~5mV and 
therefore negligible and the product and reactants are all on the same side of the 
membrane which means that the difference in binding energies for the reactants 
(NADPH and NAD) and the products (NADP and NADH) is the only possible 
energy source for proton translocation by the transhydrogenase. The principle of 
the utilization of binding energy for active transport such as proton translocation 
is well established. 

2. The scalar reactions of the respiratory chain and the ATP synthase complexes 
involve protons while in the case of transhydrogenase there are no prosthetic 
groups and the transfer of hydride ions from between the nucleotides is direct. 
This means that the protein itself must be responsible for the act of proton 
release and uptake across the membrane. 

3. Unlike uphill electron transfer, net ATP synthesis do not proceed to any 
measurable extent in the absence of protonmotive force, forward 
transhydrogenation from NADH to NADP proceed at slow rate (Kew=0.79). 
This feature made it possible to show that rate of the forward reaction is 
accelerated by protonic energy and the equilibrium is changed in favor of 
product formation (Hatefi and Yamaguchi 1996). 

 
Consistent with this, evidence has been obtained that in the forward reaction proton 
motive force alters the conformation of the enzyme, which affects the affinity of the 
transhydrogenase for its substrates and products thus changing the binding energies. This 
accelerates the rate of hydride ion transfer from NADH to NADP. It also shifts the 
equilibrium of this reaction toward NADPH formation. 
 
Transhydrogenation in the reverse direction from NADPH to NAD is accompanied by 
outward proton translocation. A protonmotive force is formed as the enzyme utilizes 
NADPH binding energy to alter enzyme conformation thus initiating proton pumping by 
altering the pKa of certain amino acids that effects the uptake and release of protons 
across the membrane. 
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Topology and structure 
 
Gene sequences of transhydrogenase genes display an overall sequence identity of about 
25% but also indicate that transhydrogenases have a common structural organization. 
Biochemical experiments has shown that all known TH monomers are composed of three 
domains, a 400-430-residue hydrophilic domain I, a 360-400-residue hydrophobic 
domain II, and a 200-residue hydrophilic domain III. Domains I and III are 
extramembranous, and bind NAD(H) and NADP(H), respectively. Domain II is 
membrane-intercalated and harbors the enzyme’s proton channel. Domain I and III 
extend from the membrane into the mitochondrial matrix or on the cytoplasmic side in 
bacteria, where it is presumed that they come together to form the catalytic site of the 
transhydrogenase (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992,1996 and Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1993). 
The dII component spans the membrane and is believed to contain at least 10 
transmembrane α helices. The mammalian TH monomer is a single strand of all three 
domains while bacteria TH monomers has been found to be composed of two or three 
subunits (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992,1996 and Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1993). In 
Rhodospirillum rubrum TH is made up by three polypeptides, α1, α2 and β,(Hatefi and 
Yamaguchi, 1996 and Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1997) where α1 studied here corresponds 
to domain I. 
 
Purified transhydrogenase of Escherichia coli and bovine heart mitochondria have a 
tendency to aggregate and loose its activity in the isolated state. For structural studies, 
recombinant preparations, of the hydrophilic, nucleotide binding domains I and III, was 
therefore made and crystallized. These domains interact in the absence of domain II to 
catalyze transhydrogenation. The crystal structure of domain III, of the human, bovine 
and Rhodospirillum rubrum transhydrogenases, has been reported at high resolution 
(Prasad et al., 1999 and White et al., 2000) as well as the R. rubrum dI component in its 
NAD+ form (Buckley et al., 2000; PDB code 1F8G). Recently a high-resolution structure 
of the complex of the isolated dI and dIII components of R. rubrum TH was published. 
This cocrystallized enzyme reveals that the domain I dimer interacts with a domain III 
monomer forming a ‘heterotrimer’. This suggests that, even though membrane bound TH 
is believed to be homodimeric, interaction between domains I and III is mutually 
exclusive allowing only one domain III subunit to interact at a time (Cotton et al., 2001; 
PDB code 1HZZ). 
 
Transhydrogenases offer a number of advantages as model system for mechanistic 
studies of proton pumps, since they are composed of only one to three polypeptides and 
therefore represent a relatively simple structure, they are relatively hydrophilic for a 
membrane protein, and are easily purified and reconstituted in liposomes with or without 
other proton pumps. 
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Experimental methods 
 
Protein expression and purification 
 
The R. rubrum nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase domain alpha I gene was 
expressed according to a protocol previously described (Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1997). 
The selenomethionine (SeMet) derivative was expressed according to the procedure of 
Doublié (Doublié, 1997), and purified as for domain I. The protein was provided by Dr 
Mutsuo Yamaguchi at the department of Molecular and Experimental Medicine 
laboratory at The Scripps Research Institute. 
 
The protein solution was 22.5mg/ml in a buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 
10mM ammonium sulfate, 1mM dithiothreitol and 0.5Mm protease inhibitor PMSF. 
 
Protein crystallization 
 
The crystals of the domain I subunit was grown by vapor diffusion method with sitting 
drops using micro bridges set in multiwell plates. The protein stock solution was diluted 
with the above described  protein buffer to a final concentration of 14 mg/ml. To 3 µl 
protein solution an equal volume of crystallization reservoir solution, containing 18% w/v 
mPEG 2K, 100 mM Tris-HCl/NaOH pH 7.5 and 1mM magnesium acetate, was added 
into a sitting drop. The multiwell plates were kept at 4°C and crystals appeared in 3-4 
days. The crystals of R. rubrum nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase domain alpha 
I are rhombic plates of approximate dimensions 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.05 mm, they were 
monoclinic, space group P21, with two domain I dimers in the asymmetric unit (Table 1). 
NADH-bound domain I crystals were found to grow under the same conditions 
(aerobically) with the addition of 5 mM NADH (Sigma) and in the protein solution. 
These crystals appeared about a week and were similar in shape but were about twice as 
thick (~0.1 mm). Crystals of the NADcomplex (Buckley et al., 2000) were grown using 
these conditions with addition 5 mM NAD (Sigma) instead of NADH.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 2: Crystals of R. rubrum nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase domain I are rhombic plates
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Data collection 
 
Single crystals found suitable for data collection were transferred to a cryoprotectant 
solution containing synthetic mother liquor consisting of 18% w/v mPEG 2K, 100 mM 
Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and 1 mM magnesium acetate. Two different cryoprotectants were 
used, one with 20% v/v PEG 400 and the other with 25% MPEG 550 added to the mother 
liquor. The first were used for native (apo) domain I and the latter gave sharper 
diffraction with NAD(H) bound domain I crystals. Crystals soaked in cryoprotectant were 
picked up and mounted on tiny nylon loops and placed before a liquid nitrogen based 
cryo-stream where they were kept at 100K. Crystals suitable for data collection were 
sorted out and snapfrozen in liquid nitrogen. High-resolution data were collected at 
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) beam lines, with care to include low-
resolution reflections to ~60 Å resolution, and processed with CCP4 programs 
(Collaborative Computational Project, No. 4, 1994) (Table 1). To avoid crystals with high 
mosaicity in the diffraction, observed when the X-ray beam was normal to the thin edge 
of the plates, a screen of 10-20 crystals was performed for every data set collected.  
 
 
Structure determination  
 
Phasing and model building 
 
Experimental phases were derived by a combination of SAS and MAD methods using the 
SeMet derivative. A redundant SAS data set (540º of data) collected at the peak of the Se 
absorption (Table 1) 
edge was used to solve 50 Se sites using the program SnB (Howell et al., 2000). For this 
calculation, low-resolution data to 52.0 Å d spacings were included, the data were scaled, 
normalized, and filtered with Drear (Blessing et al., 1999), and the recommended options 
in SnB were used. The sites were refined with the CCP4 program Sharp (De La Fortelle 
and Bricogne, 1997), and six additional sites were located in Bijvoet difference Fourier 
maps. The 56 refined sites were used to calculate phases with Sharp using the SAS and 
three-wavelength MAD data set collected (Table 1).The resulting electron density map 
was interpreted to identify segments of α-helix and β-sheet within the four independent 
subunits in order to define the improper non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) operators. 
The density was then four-fold averaged and improved with by solvent flattening using 
the program DM (Cowtan, 1994), yielding a readily interpretable map for the entire 
subunit. (Table 1). The averaged electron density was used for chain tracing and model 
building using Xfit a part of Xtalview (McRee, 1999b). 
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Refinement 
 
The domain I model was introduced in four copies into the asymmetric unit using 
molecular replacement and initially refined by simulated annealing against the native data 
(Table 1) using the program CNS (Brünger et al., 1998). The native protein model was 
thereafter refined against the data for NADH-bound domain I using rigid-body and 
simulated annealing refinement with CNS (Table 1). The NADH molecules were 
included in the model using interpreted in unbiased difference electron density. Both 
models were adjusted and edited using σΛ-weighted 2|Fo| – |Fc| maps with H2O molecules 
included of and further refined in an iterative process. The Statistics for the final models 
are included in Table 1. Ramachandran plots (Figure 3) show that 99.8% of the native 
domain I residues and 99.0% of the NADH-bound domain I structure residues and are 
within most favored or allowed regions.  
 

 

 
FIGURE 3: Ramachandran plots of native (pdb117d) and NADH bound (pdb117e) domain I show that 
99.8% and 99.0% respectively of the residues are within the favored regions. This figure was derived from 
PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993).  
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Table 1: Data Collection, Phase Derivation, and Refinement Statistics 

Crystal/data set SAS MAD Native NADH 
unit cell parameters, a = 62.49 Å a = 65.43 Å a = 66.96 Å a = 64.14 Å 
space group P21 b = 115.82 Å b = 116.09 Å b = 117.13 Å b = 116.68 Å 
 c = 92.50 Å  c = 92.90 Å c = 94.23 Å c = 92.60 Å 
 β = 106.59° β = 107.67° β = 108.26° β = 106.28° 

Data Collection 
SSRL beam line BL 9-2 BL 9-2 BL 9-2 BL 9-2 BL 7-1 BL 11-1 
wavelength (Å) 0.9791 0.9791 0.9567 0.9795 1.08 0.965 
resolution (Å) 2.70 2.80 2.80 2.80 1.81 1.90 
total observations 277553 234058 233606 240062 209505 326796 
unique reflections 34699 32998 33373 33600 113060 102189 
redundancy 8.0 7.1 7.0 7.1 1.9 3.2 
completeness (%) 99.9 99.5 99.6 99.2 91.2 99.4 
<I/σI>a 18.5 (6.0) 14.3 (4.3) 11.7 (2.9) 11.2 (1.8) 8.5 (1.5) 9.1 (1.5) 
Rsymm(I)a,b 0.093(0.263) 0.127(0.368) 0.164(0.591) 0.161(0.647) 0.076(0.448) 0.119(0.375) 

Phase Derivation 

ff ′′′  (electrons) -9.7/5.5 -9.7 /5.5 -3.0/3.7 -9.9/3.3   
ano phasing powerc 1.99 2.18 1.42 1.27   
iso phasing powerc – – 0.71 0.89   
figure of merit  0.53 (acentric), 

0.36 (centric) 
   

NCS correlation  0.35 (initial), 
0.85 (final) 

   

 Refinement Native NADH  
resolution range (Å) 50.0-1.82 50.0-1.90 
reflections>0.0σF 112,959 101,562 
Rfree (3% of data)d 0.262 0.282 
R-factord 0.220 0.251 
rms deviation bonds (Å) 0.005 0.007 

 

rms deviation angles (deg) 1.27 1.33 

 

 Model Residues/no. of atoms/Average B-factor (Å2)  
subunit A 1-221,245-377/2595/27.3 1-224,231-378/2737/32.4 
subunit B 1-220,246-383/2621/21.6 1-221,244-380/2619/32.0 
subunit C 1-221,245-378/2605/22.6 1-219,246-379/2587/30.1 
subunit D 1-220,245-377/2593/21.6 1-222,233-377/2693/28.9 
H2O molecules 939/29.9 607/33.4 
NADH (A) – 44/33.9 

 

NADH (D) – 44/29.8 

 

a Values in parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell. b Rsymm = 100 × Σhcj |Ih j – Ih|ΣhΣjIhj where Ih is the 
weighted mean intensity of the symmetry-related reflections Ihj. c Isomorphous and anomalous phasing power is 
the ratio of the calculated heavy atom structure amplitude to the lack of closure. d R = Σ||Fobs| – |Fcalc||/ Σ|Fobs|, 
where |Fobs| and |Fcalc| are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, respectively. 
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Results 
 
Domain I structure 
 
The overall fold of R. rubrum domain I (α1 subunit) was known at the time of this study 
from a previously reported structure with NAD bound (Buckley et al., 2000) but because 
the coordinates for the NAD complex were on hold for 1 year (PDB entry 1F8G), this 
structure was solved independently. The knowledge, that the structure contained long α-
helices (Figure 1 of ref 9), made interpretation of the initial electron density maps and 
definition of the NCS operators easier. The 4-fold averaged map resulted in excellent 
electron density, and was used for model building. Refinement of the domain I native 
structure was executed to 1.8 Å resolution (Table 1). Next, the structure of the NADH 
bound domain I complex was determined at 1.9 Å resolution (Table 1; Figure 4). The 
independently derived models showed high structural similarity and together with the 
structure with NAD bound (Buckley et al., 2000 and Cotton et al., 2001), the NADH 
bound and native (absence of dinucleotide substrate) structures provide the basis for 
observing conformational changes relevant to the function of domain I in the 
holoenzyme. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4: Unbiased σΛ-weighted 2|Fo| – |Fc| electron density for NADH in the dI(A) and dI(D) subunits 
in the crystal structure of domain I (α1 subunit) of R. rubrum transhydrogenase at 1.9 Å resolution. The 
map is contoured at 1, 3, and 5 σ. Atoms are colored C (yellow), N (blue), O (red), and P (green). This 
figure was prepared with Xfit (McRee, 1999b) and Molw/Showcase (McRee, 2001). 
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For purposes of discussion, the α1 subunit of R. rubrum TH is considered domain I of 
transhydrogenase. The asymmetric unit contains two dimers of the subunit, as observed 
for the NAD bound structure (Buckley et al., 2000), each dimer located around its own 2-
fold axis. The individual subunits are denoted A and B in one dimer, and C and D in the 
other (Figure 5). The four crystallographically independent subunits are designated dI(A), 
dI(B), dI(C), and dI(D) (Figure 5 inset). The 40 kDa domain I protein consists of, in 
terms of the protein architecture, two distinct, separately folded subdomains with a cleft 
in-between these subdomains are designated dI.1 and dI.2 (Figure 5 inset) (Buckley et al., 
2000, Cotton et al., 2001). The protein architecture of the subunit and the arrangement of 
the dimer are as observed for the NAD complex (Buckley et al., 2000). The dI.1 and dI.2 
subdomains each contain a central β-sheet and flanking α -helices with the topology of 
nucleotide binding folds. The dI.1 component is made up of residues 1−137 and 
328−384, and the dI.2 component of residues 138−327 (Buckley et al., 2000). The β-
sheet of dI.1 contains eight strands arranged in the order c1b1a1d1e1f1g1h1 where g1 is the 
only strand antiparallel to the others; the β-sheet of dI.2 contains strands arranged in the 
order c2b2a2d2e2g2f2 where f2 is the only strand antiparallel to the others. The β-sheets are 
connected by two long α -helices between strands f1and a2 (helix residues 135−155) and 
between g2 and g1 (helix residues 327−346); these helices lie to one side of the subunit, 
and the C-terminal ends of the β-strands are oriented toward a cleft separating dI.1 and 
dI.2. The long f1 to a2 helix is extended by an antiparallel β-loop (loop residues 160−173) 
at its C-terminus. This loop forms extensive contacts with the 2-fold related subunit 
(Figure 5). The overall architecture of the dimer is such that interactions between dI.1 and 
dI.2 in 2-fold related subunits are more extensive than between dI.1 and dI.2 in the same 
subunit. 
 
NADH Binding site 
 
NADH is bound only to one subunit(A, D) of each dimer (Figures 4 and 5). NADH 
interacts with domain I  (Figure 4)  similar to the interaction observed for NAD (Buckley 
et al., 2000, Cotton et al., 2001). The exception is in the region of the nicotinamide, 
where there are distinct conformational differences and where the nicotinamide is 
exposed in the cleft between dI.1 and dI.2 (below). The adenosine monophosphate 
(AMP) part of the dinucleotide binds across the C-terminal ends of the β-strands of dI.2 
in typical fashion for nucleotide binding proteins. A βαβ element within this parallel β-
sheet makes contacts to ribose and phosphate via a Gly179−Val-Gly181 motif (strand a2) 
and Asp202 (strand b2), which hydrogen bonds to both 2´- and 3´-hydroxyl groups, 
providing the NAD vs NADP specificity. The N-terminal dipole of the α-helix in this 
βαβ element (residues 181−193) is directed toward both phosphates. An adjacent 
conserved residue, Arg204, hydrogen bonds with each ribose of NADH (Figure 6). 
Adenine of the AMP part of NADH is buried within the hydrophobic core of dI.2 with 
complementary interactions of N1 and N6 with Gln247. 
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FIGURE 5: Crystal structure of the NADH-bound form of domain I (α1 subunit) of R. rubrum 
transhydrogenase. The contents of the asymmetric unit of the monoclinic crystals are shown viewing along 
the local 2-fold axis of the CD dimer (left). The 2-fold axis is indicated by parentheses in the inset figure. 
The local 2-fold axis of the AB dimer (right) is nearly orthogonal and is in the plane of the figure. The 
subunits are denoted dI(A), dI(B), dI(C), and dI(D); each is comprised of two folded components denoted 
dI.1 and dI.2 (see inset). The protein structure is represented with gold coils for α-helices, and blue [dI(A), 
dI(D)] or cyan [dI(B), dI(C)] ribbons for β-sheets. dI(A) and dI(D) each bind one NADH molecule (space-
filling models). This figure was prepared with Ribbons (Carson, 1997). 
 
 
The nicotinamide nucleoside part of NADH is exposed in the cleft between the two 
subdomains where the nicotinamide occupies a space at the base of the long α-helix 
between f1and a2 that extends into the 2-fold related subunit with its loop and therefore 
links dI.1 to dI.2 (Figure 5). The open space is formed by a 1.5-turn helix following the f1 
strand, and residues at the N-terminal end of the α-helix (residues 126−138) (Figure 6). 
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Six of these residues are conserved in transhydrogenase sequences Pro126, Arg127, 
Ala131, Gln132, Asp135, and Ser138, a fact previously observed for the NAD complex 
(Buckley et al., 2000). Arg127 reaches across the binding space and interacts with the 
nicotinamide nucleotide phosphate; the nicotinamide side chain interacts with Gln132; 
and Asp135 and Ser138 are within 3.2−3.7 Å of nicotinamide atoms. Arg 127 and Arg 
204 are in contact with a loop of residues between 224-240 having a β-turn at 
Gly233−Gly234. Three residues in this loop Gly234, Tyr235, and Ala236, are also 
conserved.  
 
This loop, together with the open space of conserved residues and the βαβ element, make 
up the nicotinamide-binding site. The loop however, is flexible and is disordered in six 
copies of the subunit in the absence of NADH, but significantly more ordered when 
NADH is bound (Figure 6; Table 1). This loop is also observed to be mobile in crystals of 
domain I with NAD bound (Buckley et al., 2000, Cotton et al., 2001), but it becomes 
defined when Tyr235 hydrogen-bonds to NAD or Arg127 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 6: Stereo figure of the NADH binding site in the dI(A) subunit. The site is comprised of residues 
at the N-terminal end of a α-helix connecting dI.1 and dI.2 (f1→a2 helix), including a short 310-helix, a βαβ 
nucleotide binding motif in dI.2 (including GlyXGly), and two loops identified by Arg204 and Tyr235. 
Residues conserved in TH domain I sequences are yellow, Cα atom positions are linked in gray, NADH is 
magenta, and N and O atoms are blue and red, respectively. Hydrogen bonds to NADH are indicated by 
green dotted lines. Amino acids are indicated by the single-letter code (D, Asp; G, Gly; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, 
Ser; Y, Tyr). This figure and Figures 7 and 8 were prepared with Molw/Showcase (McRee, 2001). 
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Three reagents, p-fluorosulfonylbenzoyl-5′-adenosine (FSBA), N,N′-
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD), and N-(ethoxycarbonyl)-2-ethoxy-1,2-
dihydroquinoline (EEDQ), have previously been used to identify functionally important 
amino acids in domain I of transhydrogenase (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1996). In 
particular, these reagents modify residues in the bovine enzyme corresponding to R. 
rubrum residues Tyr235, Gln247, and Asp222. Because the enzyme is protected from 
these inhibitory modifications by NAD(H), these residues are part of the NAD(H) 
binding site. Consistent with this, Gln247 is in direct contact with adenine of NADH and 
Tyr235 is part of the binding site (Figure 6); modification of Asp222 might be explained 
by an effect on the adenine-binding pocket in dI.2. 
 
The NADH binding site, which includes minimal contacts to the nicotinamide, leaves it 
exposed to solvent in the cleft between dI.1 and dI.2; however, the conformation of 
NADH is well-defined and very similar in both subunits dI(A) and dI(D) (Figure 7). In 
accordance with the known stereospecificity of the reaction (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 
and 1996, Jackson et al., 1998, and Rydström et al., 1998) the pro-R face (A-face) of the 
nicotinamide at C4 is fully exposed while Arg127 occludes the pro-S face (B-face), 
which is 3.9−4.9 Å from the nearest side chain atom of Arg127. The anti conformation 
about the glycosidic bond (Figures 6 and 7) is consistent with the observed tendency for 
enzymes exhibiting pro-R stereochemistry to adopt this conformation (Young and Post, 
1996). The anti stereochemistry for NADH is supported by hydrogen bonds involving N7 
and O7 of the nicotinamide carboxamide group with the carbonyl of Ile128 and the side 
chain of Gln132, respectively. These interactions appear to ensure the correct orientation 
of the reduced nicotinamide in its exposed binding site. 
 
 
Comparison of Subunits 
 
The crystal structures of the native and NADH-bound α1 subunit (Table 1) provide eight 
crystallographically independent copies of domain I. Comparison of these provides 
insight into the mobility of side chains associated with the binding and release of the 
dinucleotide substrate (Equation 6). Least-squares superposition of 350 Cα atoms among 
the 8 copies results in rms deviations of 0.36−0.60 Å. The NADH conformation in the A 
and D subunits is very similar (<0.25 Å difference for 44 atoms), and hydrogen bonds 
involving N7 and O7 are formed in each case (Figure 7). This suggests that the observed 
conformation is relevant to hydride transfer when domain I interacts with domain III in 
the whole enzyme.  
 
In contrast, there is significant variability in the six copies of domain I in the absence of 
NADH. The three residues with the greatest variation are Arg127, Gln132, and Arg204 
(Figure 7). In particular, the location of the Arg127 side chain varies up to 9.6 Å, and that 
of Arg204 up to 6.8 Å. The superposition of occupied and vacant binding sites provides a 
snapshot of how these residues may change conformation during binding. When NADH 
is present, these side chains form optimal interactions, implying that they play an 
important role in positioning NADH. Presumably, open conformations of Arg127 and 
Arg204, as well as of the flexible loop of residues 224-240 (Figure 6), would be required 
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for NAD(H) exchange. The role of the flexible loop carrying Tyr235 in binding or release 
of NAD(H) has been suggested based on the structure of the NAD complex (Buckley et 
al., 2000) and is supported by NMR and mutagenesis data (Jackson et al., 1998). 
Participation of this loop in NAD(H) binding is also consistent with the previously 
mentioned inhibition by FSBA, which modifies Tyr245 of bovine TH (Tyr235, Figure 6) 
(Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1993). Together the mentioned conformational changes could be 
expected to facilitate binding and release of NAD(H) during hydride exchange in TH. 
 

 
FIGURE 7: Stereo figure showing the NADH binding site in eight superposed copies of domain I with and 
without NADH bound. The bound conformation of NADH in the dI(A) and dI(D) subunits is virtually 
identical. The three conserved residues that display the greatest variation in position are shown; their 
conformations when interacting with NADH are indicated in yellow; the remaining six copies are indicated 
in gray. The B-factors of these side chains vary: Arg127, 27−44 Å2; Gln132, 18−30 Å2; Arg204, 25−55 Å2.  
 
 
Comparison of Dimers.  
 
Transhydrogenase is dimeric and applies half-of-the-sites reactivity; i.e., the enzyme 
binds 1 mol of [14C]NADH or [14C]NADPH per dimer (Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1993). 
This result is supported by the structure where domain I crystallized in the presence of 
NADH contains one NADH per dimer in each of two dimers in the crystallographic 
asymmetric unit (Figures 4 and 5). Together, the NADH-bound and native ‘apo’ 
structures (Table 1) gives us four crystallographically independent copies of the domain I 
dimer. We compared the AB and CD dimers with and without NADH bound to find a 
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possible conformational mechanism accounting for the half-of-the sites reactivity. Least-
squares superposition of the four dimers results in rms deviations for 670 Cα atoms of 
0.52, 0.92, and 0.98 Å. Comparison of the AB vs CD dimers about their local 2-fold axes, 
such that the NADH-bound A and D subunits are superposed, indicates a significant (~1 
Å) contraction around NADH. A similar contraction has also been observed for the NAD 
complex of domain I (Buckley et al., 2000). Flexible regions of dI.1 and dI.2 pack closer 
to the nucleotide, including residues 126-136, the loop following the b2 strand (Arg204), 
the loop following the d2 β-strand (residues 267-271), and the highly mobile loop 
(residues 232-236) (Figure 6). In addition, conserved residues 166-168 at the tip of the 
extended β-hairpin in the 2-fold-related subunit move toward NADH. 
 
Despite the observed contraction around the NAD and NADH upon binding, the 
structures do not show systematic positional shifts within the 2-fold related subunit or 
NAD(H) site when the independent copies of the AB and CD dimers are superposed. 
Consequently, the half-of-the sites binding exhibited by domain I does not appear to be 
due to a net conformational difference in unoccupied NAD(H). Perhaps flexibility 
necessary for binding in a 2-fold related site is restricted when one NAD(H) is bound. 
This would not be surprising in view of the intimate association of subunits with 
extended β-hairpins, packing of helices from each subunit about the local 2-fold, and the 
contacts of the β-hairpin with these helices (Figure 5). Interactions across the dimer 
interface, affecting conformation in the 2-fold subunit, have been suggested as part of the 
‘alternating site, binding change mechanism’ for transhydrogenase (Jackson et al., 2002). 
In the context of this mechanism, an explanation for the half-of-the-sites reactivity of 
transhydrogenase is that the entire protein, i.e., domain I-domain II-domain III, functions 
as a single cooperative unit, so that only half of the dimeric enzyme can bind NAD(H) at 
a given time (Jackson et al., 2002). 
 
 
NADH Vs NAD Binding.  
 
In Figure 8 five independent copies of NAD(H)-bound structures are superposed: these 
are for NADH in the A and D subunits (‘NADH_A’, ‘NADH_D’) (Table 1); NAD in the 
corresponding A and D subunits in the same crystal form (‘NAD_A’, ‘NAD_D’) 
(Buckley et al., 2000); and NAD in the A subunit of the heterotrimeric complex (denoted 
as ‘NAD_Z’) (Cotton et al., 2001). Weak electron density for NAD was observed in the 
B and C subunits of the domain I dimer (Buckley et al., 2000), and was modeled as ADP-
ribose without nicotinamide (PDB code 1F8G). Weak electron density was also observed 
in the B subunit of the heterotrimeric domain I:domain III complex (Cotton et al., 2001); 
this electron density was not directly interpreted (PDB code 1HZZ), but NAD was 
modeled into this site in order to study the interaction with domain III (Jackson et al., 
2002). In this comparison, we focus on models of NAD(H) fit to observed electron 
density.  
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FIGURE 8: Stereo figure showing the NAD(H) binding site in five superposed copies of domain I with 
NADH bound (‘NADH_A’, ‘NADH_D’) or NAD bound (‘NAD_A’, ‘NAD_D’, Buckley et al., 2000; PDB 
code 1F8G; and ‘NAD_Z’, Cotton et al., 2001; PDB code 1HZZ). The side chains of five conserved 
residues and the NAD(H) dinucleotides are shown. Carbon atoms in the five structures are colored 
according to the legend at the left; N-atoms are blue; O, red and P, green. 
 
The oxidized and reduced nucleotides are compared by superposition of the domain I 
protein structures. With reference to the NADH_A-bound subunit, the rms differences for 
all CR atoms in the NADH_D, NAD_A, NAD_D, and NAD_Z subunits are 0.44, 0.35, 
0.55, and 0.66 Å, respectively. The conformation of NADH in the ‘NADH_A’ and 
‘NADH_D’ subunits is very similar (Figure 7). However, the NADH conformation 
differs very significantly compared to NAD (Figure 8). For the ‘NAD_A’ subunit, the 
nicotinamide is syn and N7 hydrogen-bonds with phosphate; for the ‘NAD_D’ subunit, 
the nicotinamide and ribose are shifted and the glycosyl torsion angle, while anti, is 
significantly rotated; for the ‘NAD_Z’ subunit, the nicotinamide ring superposes more 
closely with NADH but the carboxamide side chain is rotated differently. The variable 
conformations of NAD vs NADH are associated with different interactions with the 
flexible portions of domain I (Buckley et al., 2000), and further illustrate the flexibility 
involved in binding and release of NAD(H) (Figure 7). 
 
The variable conformations of NAD vs the similar conformations of NADH could be 
explained by electrostatic repulsion between NAD and Arg127 that causes these groups 
to be reoriented. For the ‘NAD_A’ conformation, the nicotinamide interacts with 
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phosphate, and Arg127 is disordered beyond Cδ (Figure 8) but oriented away as in 
unbound subunits (Figure 7). For ‘NAD_D’, the nicotinamide is significantly shifted, and 
Arg127 interacts with Asp135. For ‘NAD_Z’, the position of Arg127 is similar to that in 
the NADH-bound conformation, but the nicotinamide side chain and Gln132 differ 
somewhat. Thus, both observed NADH-bound sites are very similar, but three NAD-
bound sites each differ from each other. Hence, electrostatic repulsion appears to play a 
role in defining the conformation of NAD(H) and active site residues, although the 
‘NAD_Z’ conformation shows that this is not the only factor. Nevertheless, this 
comparison of NAD- and NADH-bound states reveals a means by which nicotinamide 
oxidation state can influence enzyme conformation. 
 
Kinetic experiments have defined two states for bound NADH, one with a Kd of ~30 µM, 
and one with a Kd of ~300 µM (Venning et al., 2000 and 2001). These binding constants 
are interpreted as corresponding to favorable binding when domain I is associated with 
domain III (with NADP bound) in the ‘open’ state, and weaker binding when domain III 
is converted to the ‘occluded’ state prior to rapid hydride transfer (Jackson et al., 2002). 
The variable conformations of NAD and NADH are consistent with the two types of Kd 
values for NADH (Jackson et al., 2002; Figure 8). However, in the absence of an actual 
complex with domain III, it is not possible to identify the bound state of NADH, as 
observed in isolated domain I, as corresponding to the high- or low-Kd form. 
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Discussion 
 
General 
 
Transhydrogenase couples proton translocation across a membrane in both mitochondria 
and prokaryotes with hydride transfer between NAD(H) and NADP(H) (Equation 6). The 
hydride transfer is direct and involves the 4A position of NAD(H) and the 4B position of 
NADP(H). Consequently, domains I and III must come into close proximity in the intact 
enzyme (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 and 1996, Jackson et al., 1998, and Rydström et 
al., 1998). Because the difference in the reduction potentials of NADPH/NADP and 
NADH/NAD is negligible (~5 mV), and all the reactants and the products occur on the 
same side of the membrane, the driving force for outward proton translocation, coupled 
to the reverse reaction, must be the difference in the binding energies of the reactants 
(NADPH and NAD) and the products (NADP and NADH). In other words, outward 
proton translocation is driven via conformational change due to binding of NADPH and 
NAD vs NADP and NADH (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 and 1996). Conversely, the 
pmf alters TH conformation when protons are translocated inward in the forward 
reaction, resulting in increased affinity for NADH and NADP and acceleration of hydride 
ion transfer from NADH to NADP (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 and 1996, Jackson et 
al., 1998, and Rydström et al., 1998). 
 
 
Interaction of Domains I and III. 
 
It is of interest to evaluate the forward reaction, i.e., transfer of hydride from NADH to 
NADP, in view of the available crystal structures and the requirement that NAD(H) and 
NADP(H) must come into direct contact. Expressed soluble R. rubrum domain I and 
bovine domain III cross-react to catalyse transhydrogenation (Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 
1995); thus, the absence of domain II, which is membrane-intercalated and contains the 
proton channel, does not prevent association of the soluble domains. Previously, the 
structure of bovine domain III with NADP bound has been determined (Prasad et al., 
1999). Because bovine domain III and R. rubrum domain I cross-react, and because the 
structures correspond to the correct oxidation states (NADH, NADP) in the forward 
reaction (Equation 6), we modelled this heterologous complex (Figure 9). The model was 
constructed based on the crystal structure of the heterotrimeric R. rubrum domain 
I:domain III complex (Cotton et al., 2001 and Jackson et al., 2002). The R. rubrum 
subunit dI(D) with NADH bound was superposed onto the B subunit of the heterotrimeric 
complex (rms deviation 0.63 Å for all Cα atoms). For domain III, the sequences from 
bovine and R. rubrum are 24% identical and >40% conserved, and the structures are 
overall very similar (Prasad et al., 1999 and White et al., 2000). The bovine domain III 
with NADP bound was superimposed onto domain III of the R. rubrum heterotrimeric 
complex (rms deviation 0.89Å for 174 Cα atoms). As expected, the resulting model 
shows overall shape complementarity of domains I and III and conserved residues in 
close proximity (Figure 9), as observed for the all R. rubrum heterotrimeric complex 
(Cotton et al., 2001 and Jackson et al., 2002). 
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FIGURE 9: Model for the interaction of TH domains involved in hydride transfer. The model shows the 
position of NADH in domain I with respect to NADP in domain III, and represents the oxidation states in 
the forward reaction (Equation 6). It is based upon superposition of the dI(D) subunit of the R. rubrum 
domain I:NADH complex (Figure 5) and the bovine dIII:NADP complex (Prasad et al., 1999) onto the 
corresponding subunits in the heterotrimeric complex of R. rubrum domains I and III containing NAD and 
NADP (PDB code 1HZZ, Cotton et al., 2001 and Jackson et al., 2002). The heterologous complex of these 
soluble R. rubrum and bovine TH domains is active for hydride transfer (Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1995). 
The pro-R (A) face of NADH at C4 (*) and pro-S (B) face of NADP at C4 (*) are 6.4 Å apart in this model. 
Several conserved residues in each domain are labeled. 
 
 
In structures of enzymes containing NADH or NADPH, the dihydronicotinamide ring 
stacks parallel with substrate or flavin, and the C4 atom is within 3.0-3.5 Å of the hydride 
acceptor, consistent with direct hydride transfer (Deng et al., 1999, Barycki et al., 2000, 
Read et al., 2001 and Karplus and Schulz, 1989). Except for glutathione reductase 
(Karplus and Schulz, 1989), these enzymes follow the correlation that transfer from the 
pro-R (A) face of the dihydronicotinamide is favored when the glycosyl torsion angle is 
anti while transfer from the pro-S (B) face is favored when it is syn (Young and Post, 
1996). In TH hydride transfer occurs between the A-face of NAD(H) and B-face of 
NADP(H) (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 and 1996, Jackson et al., 1998, and Rydström et 
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al., 1998). In agreement with the preferred stereochemistry, the glycosyl torsion angles 
for NADH and NADP are anti and syn (Figure 9), respectively. However, the C4 atoms 
of the nicotinamide rings of NADH and NADP are far apart (6.4 Å) and not coplanar 
(Figure 9). A similar result was obtained when NAD was modeled into the ‘B’ subunit of 
domain I in the heterotrimeric complex, based on consideration of the NAD binding site 
in the ‘A’ subunit and rotation of flexible torsion angles to place NAD(H) adjacent to 
NADP in domain III (Cotton et al., 2001 and Jackson et al., 2002). In this case, the C4 
atoms are 6.5 Å apart and the nicotinamide rings are also significantly nonparallel. 
Hence, the models for the interaction of NADH and NADP in the domain I:domain III 
interface are consistent, but as discussed with respect to the heterotrimeric complex 
(Jackson et al., 2002), it is clear that for direct hydride transfer to occur, which is also 
very rapid (Pinheiro et al., 2001), there must be movement of the subunits and/or the 
nucleotides. 
 
What might be the driving force to make domains I and III interact more closely? It 
seems possible that electrostatic effects due to nicotinamide net charge, as seen for 
NADH vs NAD in domain I (Figure 8), could also influence the interaction between 
domains. In addition to Arg127, Arg204, and Asp135 in domain I, which can exhibit 
several conformations (Figures 7 and 8), there is a conserved arginine in domain III close 
to NADP (Arg90 in R. rubrum, (Jackson et al., 2002); Arg66, Figure 9). These invariant 
charged residues are likely to be critical in defining the active conformation (Jackson et 
al., 2002 and Pinheiro et al., 2001). At the same time, flexible loops in domain I, and 
loops adjacent to NADP in domain III (loops ‘D’ with Asp131 and ‘E’ with Tyr171 in R. 
rubrum, (Jackson et al., 2002; Tyr147 in Figure 9), could alter their conformation to 
allow closer association of the domains. A docked and active complex could also involve 
hydrogen bonding of conserved residues, such as Gln132 and Tyr147 (Figure 9), with 
ribose groups of the cofactor across the domain interface, as seen in the heterotrimeric 
complex (Jackson et al., 2002). 
 
The driving force for the overall reaction (Equation 6) derives from the pmf in the 
forward direction, and from the difference in binding energy for NADPH and NAD vs 
NADP and NADH in the reverse direction. However, in the absence of domain II, water-
soluble recombinant domains I and III interact and catalyze transhydrogenation (Venning 
et al., 2001 and Yamaguchi and Hatefi, 1995 and 1997). Further, the rate of hydride 
transfer from NADH to NADP in the forward reaction is very fast (Venning et al., 2001 
and Pinheiro et al., 2001). Hence, hydride transfer does not require domain II, and 
additional movement between domains I and III to form an active complex is not 
dependent on proton translocation. Nevertheless, alternate conformations of domains I 
and III must arise as a result of binding oxidized and reduced nicotinamide nucleotides. 
For example, NADPH has a dramatic effect upon the trypsin sensitivity of TH at two 
remote sites (Yamaguchi et al., 1990 and Tong et al., 1991), and it alters the rate of 
chemical modification at the NAD(H) site in domain I (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1992 and 
Phelps and Hatefi, 1984). NMR data indicate conformational changes in domain III upon 
NADP reduction (Quirk et al., 1999 ). Motion of domain III within TH is described in 
terms of ‘open’ and ‘occluded’ states in the ‘alternating site, binding change mechanism’ 
(Jackson et al., 2002). Based on kinetic data for the heterotrimeric complex in solution 
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(Venning et al., 2000 and Pinheiro et al., 2001), the cocrystal structure with NADP 
bound to domain III, e.g., Figure 9, corresponds to the ‘occluded’ state (Jackson et al., 
2002). Recently, a conserved acidic residue (βAsp213) in an extramembranous loop of 
domain II of E. coli TH has been found to be required for proton translocation, 
suggesting a mechanism by which NADPH-induced movement of domain III could affect 
a pKa shift in domain II, which in turn would favor proton translocation (Yamaguchi, 
Stout and Hatefi, 2002). 
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